
#JF519 Lighted Jack-O-Lantern 
Material Included in Kit 
396—10mm Star Beads—Light Orange 
110—10mm Star Beads—Christmas Green 
489—18mm Star Beads—Light Orange 
39—18mm Star Beads—Jet Black 
22—4mm Faceted Beads—Light Orange 
88—6mm Faceted Beads—Light Orange 
88—8mm Faceted Beads—Light Orange 
66—Rondells—Christmas Green 
66—#3 Safety Pins—Brass Gold 
44—#2 Safety Pins—Brass Gold 
22—#1 Safety Pins—Brass Gold 
100” - 20 Gauge Wire—Gold 
1—String Lights 
Materials Needed: 
Ruler 
Wire Cutters 

Directions 
Creating Pins:  To add beads to the safety pins, hold one opened safety pin with the point facing away 
and up.  Add beads as shown in the table at the bottom.  Begin putting beads on the pin, starting with the beads 
listed on the bottom and working your way to the head of the pin.  PLEASE NOTE:  Beads should appear in 
the same order as shown below.   (Make sure to create the number of pins needed of each type, & keep pins 
separate.  132 Pins Total.) 
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“B” Pin (#3) 
(Make 57) 

 
 
 

8—18mm Star Beads 
(Light Orange) 

 
 
 

“A” Pin (#2) 
(Make 44) 

 

 
9—10mm Star Beads 

(Light Orange) 
 
 
 
 

“C” Pin (#3) 
(Make 2) 

 

4—18mm Star Beads 
(Jet Black) 

 
4—18mm Star Beads 

(Light Orange) 
 

“D” Pin (#3) 
(Make 2) 

2—18mm Star Beads 
(Light Orange) 

 
4—18mm Star Beads 

(Jet Black) 
 

2—18mm Star Beads 
(Light Orange) 

“E” Pin (#3) 
(Make 2) 

 
 

4—18mm Star Beads 
(Light Orange) 

 
4—18mm Star Beads 

(Jet Black) 
 
 

“F” Pin (#3) 
(Make 3) 

2—18mm Star Beads 
(Light Orange) 

 
5—18mm Star Beads 

(Jet Black) 
 

1—18mm Star Bead 
(Light Orange) 
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#JF519 Lighted Jack-O-Lantern 
 

Step 1.  Cut your  wire into 1—6”, 1—14”, 1—16” and 2—22” pieces. 

 
See Diagram on last page for wiring pins 

 
Row 1:  Using a 6” piece of wire, * thread wire through the head of 1- 
“A” Pin, add 1—4mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Repeat from * 
until 22- “A” Pins and 22—4mm Faceted Beads (Light Orange) have 
been used.  Pull wire tight.  Twist and cut off excess wire. 
 
 
Row 2:  Using a 14” piece of wire, * thread wire through the bottom 

loop of 1- “A” Pin from the previous row, add 1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire 
through the bottom loop of 1- “B” Pin, add 1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Repeat from * until you 
have added a total of 16- “B” Pins and 32—6mm Faceted Beads.  Please Note:  (You will be ending with a 
6mm Faceted Bead).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “A” Pin from the previous row, add 1—
6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “C” Pin, add 1—6mm 
Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop  of 1- “A” Pin from the previous row, 
add 1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “D” Pin, add 1—
6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “A” Pin from the previous 
row, add 1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “E” Pin, add 
1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “A” Pin from the 
previous row, add 1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then tread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “E” 
Pin, add 1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “A” Pin from 
the previous row, add 1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- 
“D” Pin, add 1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “A” Pin 
from the previous row, add 1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop  
of 1- “C” Pin, add 1—6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Pull wire tight.  Twist and cut off excess wire. 
 
Row 3:  Using a 22” piece of wire, thread wire through the head of the first “E” Pin from the previous row.  
Please Note:  this will be the third set of black pins on the right side of the smile.  Do bead work from right to 
left.  Add 1—8mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “F” Pin, add 
1—8mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  * Then thread wire through the head of the next pin from the previous 
row, add 1—8mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “B” Pin 
(loose), add 1—8mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Repeat from * until you have added a total of 21- “B” 
Pins and 44—8mm Faceted Beads.  Pull wire tight.  Twist and cut off excess wire. 
 
Row 4:  Using a 22” piece of wire, thread wire through the head of 1- “B” Pin from the previous row.  Please 
Note:  this will be the second “B” Pin from the right of the “F” Pin (on the right side of the nose).  Do bead 
work from right to left.  Add 1—8mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom 
loop of 1- “F” Pin, add 1—8mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the head of the next 
“B” Pin from the previous row, add 1—8mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  * Then thread wire through the 
bottom loop of 1- “B” Pin (loose), add 1—8mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the 
head of the next pin from the previous row, add 1—8mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Repeat from * one 
more time.   
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“G” Pin (#1) 
(Make 22) 

 
 
 

5—10mm Star Beads 
(Christmas Green) 

 
 
 
 



#JF519 Lighted Jack-O-Lantern 
 

Row 4: (Continued):  Then tread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “F” Pin, add 1—8mm Faceted Bead 
(Light Orange).  ** Then tread wire through the head of the next pin from the previous row, add 1—8mm 
Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then tread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “B” Pin (loose), add 1—8mm 
Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Repeat from ** until you have added a total of 20—”B” Pins and 44—8mm 
Faceted Beads.  Pull wire tight.  Twist and cut off excess wire. 
 
Row 5:  Using a 16” piece of wire, * thread wire through the head of any pin from the previous row, add 1—
6mm Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “A” Pin, add 1—6mm 
Faceted Bead (Light Orange).  Repeat from * until you have used 44—16mm Faceted Beads and 22- “A” Pins.  
Pull wire tight.  Twist and cut off excess wire. 
 
Row 6:  Using a 10” piece of wire, * thread wire through the head of any “A” Pin from the previous row, add 
1—Rondell (Christmas Green).  Then thread wire through the bottom loop of 1- “G” Pin, add 1—Rondell 
(Christmas Green).  Repeat from * until 22- “G” Pins and 44—Rondells (Christmas Green) have been used.  
Pull wire tight.  Twist and cut off excess wire. 
 
Row 7:  Using a 8” piece of wire, * thread wire through the head of and “G” Pin from the previous row, add 
1—Rondell.  Repeat from * until 22—Rondells have been used.  Pull wire tight.  Twist and cut off excess 
wire. 
 
Step 2:  Inser t lights. 
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#JF519 Lighted Jack-O-Lantern 
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